there is no programming environment. If the new language is embedded, the existing IDE for the language may also work for the little language, but it probably won’t understand the language in its own right.

We have worked with embedding little languages into host languages for several years. Our effort consists of two related projects. The first project is to develop a host language into which programmers can easily embed other little languages and where they might even compose such little languages. Our inspirations, in this case, are Lisp’s and Scheme’s macro mechanisms, which have been used for decades to create small languages for specific problem domains.

The second project involves creating a programming environment that easily adapts to embedded little languages. Emacs is a primitive example of what we have in mind, but modern IDEs offer far more than Emacs. In addition to an editor, an IDE nowadays offers tools that help programmers understand a program’s properties. For example, an environment may provide syntax coloring, an integrated test coverage checker, a debugger, and a stepper. Ideally, the tools of the host environment should seamlessly work for programs in the embedded little language and for programs that contain and compose little language programs.

In this article, we show how such an IDE might work, what it means for a programming environment to adapt itself to a little language, and how this works for the specific example of a small XML processing language.

Processing XML

Almost everyone in the IT world is at least vaguely familiar with XML. Entire industries, organizations, and individual programmers are already using XML in many applications.
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Moreover, a fair number of competing committees are working on languages for processing XML. Naturally, programmers want to integrate XML and XML-processing tools directly into their programs, and their programming environments should support this integration.

At first glance, XML documents are similar to HTML documents. Elements may be either character data or tags (optionally annotated with an attribute list) enclosing a list of zero or more XML elements. On a deeper level, XML consists of two related parts—a concrete syntax and an abstract syntax. Listing One is an example of the concrete syntax and Figure 1 is its corresponding abstract syntax tree.

Sublanguages of XML are specified using schemas (or other means). A schema defines the set of valid tags, their possible attributes, and the constraints on the XML elements appearing between a pair of tags. A schema for the newspaper article language from Listing One appears in Listing Two. This schema specifies, among other things, that the header field must contain a title and author. The ability to specify XML languages explicitly using schemas most clearly separates XML from languages explicitly using schemas most clearly separates XML from languages explicitly using schemas most clearly separates XML from languages explicitly using schemas most clearly separates XML from XML.

XML documents are data. To use this data, programmers write programs that accept and manipulate the data. Such programs may just search XML documents or may render them in a different format. For instance, a newspaper may wish to render an article stored in an XML-structured database (as in Listing One) as a web page (see Listing Three) or in a typesetting system.

On the surface, processing XML data appears to be a tedious process, involving the design and implementation of lexers and parsers. But below their surface syntax, many XML expressions are basically just trees. Each node is either character data or a tagged node containing a set of attributes and a set of subtrees. Once you strip away the concrete syntax and focus on the essence of XML's structure, the tree becomes obvious, and processing trees becomes the essence of XML processing.

One way to help programmers write programs for processing XML is to provide them with notations for writing down XML transformations as tree transformations.

### S-XML

We believe that XML processing can benefit from a "little" language for tree transformations. Furthermore, if you embed this language rather than build it from scratch, programmers can use the little language to develop small programs and can compose "little programs" using the host language. Indeed, you can escape from the little language and use the host language to process XML if the little language proves too inefficient or too cumbersome for a specific problem.

We've created such a little language in Scheme called "S-XML." Scheme is well suited for this purpose because its data language makes it easy to create and process XML-like trees. Specifically, S-XML represents XML elements with S-expressions. Otherwise, S-XML is like every other little embedded language. It consists of a (small) number of special forms (syntax) and some auxiliary functions (the runtime). Scheme provides the rest of S-XML's functionality, including function definition, function application, iteration, loops, and the like.

S-XML supports three special forms: **xml** and **lmx** for creating XML elements, and **xml-match** for writing down pattern-based tree transformations. In addition, the language also provides a notation for schemas so that you can express XML language specifications.

An XML document may specify a footer for use in an HTML rendering. A naive translation would represent such information as a string, like this:

```
<$em>page number</em><em>3</em> <$em>
```

Naturally, such a string fails to capture the tree structure of the document. Every procedure that operates on this data must parse the string all over again, which makes it difficult to abstract over XML transformations. S-XML uses trees instead, so that the footer information is represented as:

```
(xml (center "page number " (em "3")))
```

Within the form **(xml ...)**, each nested subexpression is taken to describe an XML element. Just as double-quotes are used in many languages to denote literal data, **(xml ...)** is used to denote XML literals. XML elements may also contain attributes. The **xml** form permits the addition of attributes to elements. These attributes appear as an optional (parenthesized) list immediately following the tag name. Thus, an element such as:

```
<body bgcolor="BLUE"> ... </body>
```

would be written as:

```
(xml (body (bgcolor "BLUE")) ...)
```

With **xml**, you can construct large constants, but what you really need are mechanisms for constructing constants with holes.
that are filled with computed values. S-XML, therefore, supports the \texttt{lmx} construct, which lets you compute a portion of an XML tree. For example, you may wish to specify the footer of a page relative to a page number:

\begin{verbatim}
;; Number -> XML
(define (make-footer page-number)
  (xml (center "page number: 
    (em
      (lmx
        (number->string page-number)))))
\end{verbatim}

The \texttt{lmx} form evaluates its subexpression and splices the result into the XML tree in place of the entire \texttt{lmx}-expression. Here, it converts the given \texttt{page-number} into a string and places this string into an \texttt{<em>} element.

Now that you know constructs for building XML trees, you can switch your attention to tree processing. Following a long-standing tradition, S-XML supports pattern-oriented tree processing. Specifically, it provides \texttt{xml-match} with which S-XML programmers can easily specify a conditional that matches XML patterns and returns XML data.

Take a look at the function definition in Listing Four. This function consumes an article element and produces an \texttt{<html>} element. The transformation is specified with \texttt{xml-match}, which matches the function’s sole argument against a pattern that looks just like an \texttt{xml} data element in S-XML. The difference is that the pattern may also contain \texttt{lmx}-designated pattern variables — that is, \texttt{title-string}. As in other pattern-matching notations, a pattern variable matches everything and represents what it matches. A pattern such as \texttt{(text (lmx-splice body-text))} matches a \texttt{<text>} element that contains a sequence of elements, and the entire sequence is bound to \texttt{body-text}. When \texttt{lmx-splice} is used for the output, a sequence bound to a pattern variable is spliced into the output.

Each pattern-matching clause in \texttt{xml-match} contains a result in addition to the pattern. The result is another \texttt{xml} data element that contains pattern variables. In the result part of a clause, the pattern variables represent what they matched if the match succeeded. For example, if \texttt{render} is applied to an S-XML representation of the XML element in Listing One, then \texttt{title-string} stands for “Not an Article” in the result expression of the first clause. Similarly, \texttt{body-text} stands for the sequence of words “This,” “is,” “not,” and so on.

\section*{Building S-XML}

The core of every little language is a library of functions and data structures. In fact, for some tasks such a domain-specific library is a complete solution to the language-design problem. For many problem statements, however, a library-based language is not enough. There are just too many important language forms that cannot be implemented as ordinary functions. Among these are shortcuts for creating structured data (for example, \texttt{xml} and \texttt{lmx}), language forms that introduce variable bindings (such as \texttt{xml-match}), and language forms that affect the flow of control (\texttt{xml-match} again).

Creating new language forms is outside the scope of most programming languages. At a minimum, it requires the ability to translate new notation into the core of the language. But as C macros demonstrate, this is not enough. It simply doesn’t suffice to think of new notations as strings; the translator must gracefully die on syntax (and other S-XML) errors and report them in an informative manner. This, in turn, requires some integration with the parser and a notation for rewriting parse trees. LISP introduced a compromise solution, which Scheme adapted in several steps over the past 20 years.

Consider a form such as \texttt{(xml (center "page"))}. If you wish to represent a \texttt{<center>} element as a record with three fields — one

\hspace{1cm}
for a tag, one for the attributes, and one for the text sequence—
then the correct translation into Scheme is:

\[
\text{(list 'center (list) (list "page"))}
\]

Roughly speaking, macros are specified with just such rules, by (abstract) example.

Naturally, translating \textit{xml} isn’t quite that simple. The translator must also recognize embedded \textit{lmx} expressions, as in this term:

\[
\text{(xml (center "page " (lmx the-page) " of 8"))}
\]

Here, we expect to find this translation:

\[
\text{(make-center (list) (list "page " the-page " of 8"))}
\]

That is, when \textit{xml} finds an embedded \textit{lmx}, it splices \textit{lmx}’s subexpression into the proper expression context. Listing Five is an S-XML module for \textit{xml}, \textit{lmx}, and \textit{xml-match} as presented in this article. To use it, enter \texttt{(require (file "....xml-lmx.ss"))} where "...." is the full path to the file. Alternatively, you can put the file in the directory where you start DrScheme, and just use \texttt{(require "xml-lmx.ss")}.

\section*{Little Environments}

Once you have an embedded implementation for a little language, you should think about what kind of support programmers may desire from the existing programming environment. For example, if the environment performs some syntax coloring for the host language (say, distinguishing variables from keywords), then the embedded language should also benefit from this tool. Specifically, variables in the embedded language should be colored like variables in the host language, and so on.

Similarly, if the host language supports systematic variable naming or variable binding diagrams, programs in the embedded language should be able to use variable renaming or variable binding diagrams, too. Better still, if the program in the embedded language refers to some surrounding host program and vice versa, then the environment should be able to trace variable bindings back and forth between the two programs.

Ideally, most of the tool support should come from the existing environment without any additional support from the language implementor. But this is too much to ask for, given the current status of IDEs. The best we can hope for is that an embedded language benefits from most tools in the surrounding IDE and that the extensions to the IDE can be kept to a minimum. Using DrScheme—our home-grown environment—this is now almost a reality.

\section*{DrScheme}

DrScheme (\url{http://www.drscheme.org/}) is a graphical IDE for Scheme that runs on most major platforms (UNIX, Linux, Mac OS X, and Windows). Originally targeting beginning students, our goal with DrScheme was to provide a simple, easy-to-use IDE—without the plethora of buttons, menus, tools, and other accessories of professional IDEs. Along the way, the environment has grown up and has become a useful tool for many Scheme programmers without losing its simple interface.

The core environment (Figure 2) consists of two panes and a simple toolbar with four buttons. One pane is an editor; the other is an interactions window. As in most modern IDEs, the editor is graphical and syntax aware. “Graphical” means that pictures are plain values, just like numbers or strings. “Syntax aware” means that the editor indents properly on return and visually matches parentheses, moving from a closing to the corresponding opening parentheses and gray-shading the code between them. As Figure 2 shows, the editor also colors keywords, variables, literal constants, and so on in different colors.
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The interactions pane (or window) is a Lisp-style listener. It waits for programmers to type in complete expressions (or statements), then evaluates them. If the evaluation terminates and has a visible result, the listener prints this result and waits for the next input.

Programmers can evaluate the definitions and expressions from the editor with a click on the Execute button in the toolbar. The other three buttons in the toolbar provide additional functionality:

- **Break** terminates the evaluation in the interactions window.
- **Step** invokes the stepper on the definitions and expressions in the editor. In contrast to conventional debuggers or steppers, DrScheme's stepper displays the steps of a program execution as if it were algebra homework for an eighth grader. Figure 3 displays some of the evaluation steps for a function that searches a list of records. The stepper is the most popular tool among high-school teachers who use DrScheme for introductory programming courses.
- **Check Syntax** analyzes the code in the definitions window syntactically, colors it properly, and allows programmers to explore the lexical regions (scope) of the program. Figure 4 illustrates how programmers can use the information from the syntax checker to create arrows that show all bound occurrences of a function parameter or to rename a function parameter systematically.

In addition to these basic tools, DrScheme provides a module browser for navigating the modules and libraries of a program, a contour outline for navigating the content of an individual module, a test-suite manager, an expression coverage checker that highlights those parts of the code in the editor that are not executed by the test suite (this tool is always turned on for students), a performance profiler that colors expressions according to their execution intensity, a static debugger for analyzing potential violations of basic invariants, and a conventional debugger. The conventional debugger and some other experimental tools are still under development.

**An Environment for S-XML**

Most of DrScheme's tools work with embedded little languages without any modification. Since an embedded little language in Scheme is just another parenthesized language, the core editor almost immediately copes with programs in the new language. To get the indentation depth correct, you must tell DrScheme about the new keywords and their indentation depth in a preference dialog. The syntax coloring (at the moment) doesn't recognize the new keywords, though this is, in principle, possible and is a work in progress.

Similarly, other tools work if they don't need to understand the full meaning of the constructs in the embedded language. Consider `xml-match`, which introduces pattern variables and binds them to values in patterns and result expressions. Check Syntax, which lets you browse such variable bindings and rename them systematically, deals with these new constructs in a completely transparent manner. For example, Figure 5 shows how the syntax checker can draw arrows from the pattern variables to their uses and how you can rename one of them.

DrScheme tools that need to understand the full meaning of S-XML, however, must be adapted manually. The stepper is a primary example for such a tool. Figure 6 shows the stepper's actions for an application of `render` to an `<article>` element.

While the S-XML programs are translated to plain Scheme programs, a symbolic stepper must display the execution steps as if they had taken place at the source level. Since the stepper works on plain Scheme programs, it must uncompile intermediate execution stages into S-XML programs, which the stepper as-is (naturally) cannot do. Put differently, the stepper needs additional hints so that it can uncompile intermediate execution stages into source code.

At the moment, hints for the stepper (and other semantic tools, such as the static debugger and the symbolic, dynamic debugger) must come from the S-XML designer. In this particular case, the stepper must become aware of `xml` and `lmx` because they build values in the little language. Conversely, a stepper must be able to display intermediate steps of the processes that construct XML values piece by piece. To add this knowledge, we...
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Currently extend semantics-based tools by hand. One of our research objectives is to find out whether these extensions can be specified with little languages, too.

Visual Support for S-XML

On occasion, a little language such as S-XML spreads and many programmers start to use it. At that point, it often makes sense to extend the IDE for the host language with tools that are targeted to the little language. In this particular case, we added XML text boxes for visualizing XML and Scheme text boxes for visualizing lmx.

Figure 7 shows an S-XML program that uses XML and Scheme boxes. The figure also shows how such boxes are (almost automatically) integrated with other DrScheme tools, such as Check Syntax and the program contour browser (on the right). The initial implementation of visual support for S-XML took one day. Although the majority of the functionality was added on that day, minor refinements occurred over the following months, perhaps totaling another day or two of concentrated effort. It currently consists of about 800 lines of code. This is the largest extension for S-XML besides the stepper. Figure 8 illustrates how the visual support for S-XML is integrated with the stepper. This preliminary screenshot shows a step in the evaluation of an XML article whose title is supplied at runtime.

Conclusion

A programming language’s environment affects how useful the language is to programmers. This is true for mainstream languages as well as little languages. Indeed, for the latter, providing a good development environment may be a major factor to its success.

To understand what it takes to turn the environment for a host language into an environment for a little language, we have begun a multiyear research effort to expand DrScheme to DrX—where X is any little language. This article shows how much can already be done automatically for a little XML language. We are now testing DrX for other little languages—one for dealing with plots, another for dealing with timed expressions—and we’re hoping to prove that building and offering adaptable IDEs is not just a dream.

DDJ

Figure 8: Stepping with S-XML.

(continued from page 22)